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Chapter 1

One stormy, creepy night DJ dog was being fed in the
kitchen,then his mum nicely said,”time for ear check.” Eek
thought DJ dog ,I’m never having that done again. Finally, it’s
time to go in the outside world for DJ dog.

He rapidly flicked the door nob , quickly turned the key and
out through the door. He scratched up the wall,banged on a
tree,KABOOM. Dizzy,sick , wobbly DJ dog suddenly fell to the
ground, he woke up two dogs lay before his eyes. He begun to
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perk up a bit. The two mysterious creatures are…Mr.x and Ninja
bull. The three guys began to meet up. What are they going to
do? You’re about to find out. Mr.x, Ninja bull and DJ dog
decided for a glorious ,small stroll.

“Relaxing,”shouted Ninja bull in a deep voice.
BOOM!
The gang went to see,they horribly gasped. IT’S A BOMB!!!
It had a note,it said six weeks to get two dozen loafs of bread or
the earth will be destroyed. They knew people,animals and all life
was in there hands. They felt a little spooked out at first then a bit
calmer. Let’s do this they thought. Pow, they were racing across
the city for two minutes, then there bumped out. Almost dead
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they panted for breath. “I’v got an idea,”said Mr.x
mischievously,” why don’t we kick it away.”
“Bits will crash on earth .”said ninja bull.

The gang summed SF Said because he is the god of the
universe. He’s like a computer ,thinks of a plan,makes a medicine
and makes your wildest dreams come true.”Greetings my friends
,what can I do for you.” Said SF Said. He powerfully read there
mind and sent the plan back to them. It said NO IDEA SORRY.
They felt like everything was gone.

This citation mus’ve never happened before, SF Said decided
to come on the journey with them Incase he knew any clues.
When they got there he knew what to do. Allakazam the bomb
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said “wrong.” Eek they thought, we’re doomed. Was SF Said
truely magic because right now we’re all tragic.
The dogs got over it roughened up and slept in a shed for the
evening. The shed was cramped, lonely and old, on the bright
side there’s food! They tucked into the feast…out of the crack
they saw a robo snake rampaging.
To be continued.
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